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Abstract:   Regression testing is very costly and 

inevitable maintenance activity that is performed 

to ensure the validity of the modified software. It 

is not possible to run the entire test suite within 

given limited time and cost constraints. Thus, it is 

necessary to prioritize the test cases to cover 

maximum faults in minimum time. To resolve 

problems, Greedy Approach is used for test case 

prioritization considering the statement coverage 

and execution time of each test case. Greedy 

approach is considered a better approach for 

optimization problems. This work presents the 

model based test case prioritization using Greedy 

approach that apply some heuristic to reorders 

test cases in a test suite to cover maximum edges 

in a time constraint environment. Vast research 

has been done on test case prioritization in the 

past decade. The implementation is done using C 

language on Turbo C++ platform and test case 

generator tool. 

 

Keywords: Regression Testing, Test Case 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Regression testing is a type of software testing that 

seeks to uncover new software bugs in existing 

functional and non functional areas of a system after 

changes have been made to them. Regression testing 

basically includes rerunning previously performed 

tests and verifying whether program behavior has 

altered and whether previously fixed faults have 

found again[1].  

Test case prioritization technique ranks the entire test 

cases in the test suite to minimize some properties 

such as rate of fault detection or coverage rate. Test 

case prioritization techniques schedule test cases for 

execution in an order that try to maximize some 

objective function. Various objective functions are 

applicable; one such function includes rate of fault 

detection i.e. a measure of how quickly the faults are 

found within the given testing process. An enhanced 

rate of fault detection during testing can give rapid 

feedback on the system under test, and let software 

engineers start correcting faults earlier than possible.   

TCP techniques use the entire test suite and decrease 
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testing cost by obtaining parallelization in the 

debugging and testing activities. 

 

Types of TCP  

  TCP can be roughly classified into two categories: 

   1. Code-based 

    2. Model based. 

Code Based TCP 

The idea of code-based test prioritization is   to use 

the source-code of the system to prioritize tests. Most 

of the test prioritization methods are code based. 

Code-based test prioritization techniques are 

dependent on information relating the tests of the test 

suite to various elements of a system’s code of the 

original system (before modification).  

For example, a particular code-based technique can  

utilize information about the number of statements 

executed, or the number of blocks of code executed, 

by a test. The system code then executes the  test suite 

and information about executed code elements is 

collected for each test. Different types of test 

prioritization heuristics can then be  applied to 

analyze the information collected and prioritize the 

tests accordingly. The goal in code-based test 

prioritization is to achieve early fault detection during 

regression testing of a modified system code. 

Model Based TCP 

The model-based TCP uses the model that represents 

the desired behavior of software system in order to 

prioritize the test cases. System modeling can be used 

to model the state-based or event-based systems, e.g. 

embedded system. There are several modeling 

languages in literature: EFSM (Extended Finite State 

Machine), state charts, SDL (Specification 

Description Language), sequence  diagrams, UML 

an acronym for Unified Modeling Language, ESG 

(Event  Sequence Graphs). ESGs differ from the 

other modeling techniques; represent the  behavior 

of a system interacting with the actions of users. 

  

 

Figure 1:   Finite State Machine composed of     

      States and Transitions [3] 

In an ESG, events are ones which work according to 

the user expectations. The ESG model is used to 

create the test scenario known as test suite. Some of 

the modeling techniques use hierarchical models, 

where a state got replaced by a ‘call’ to another 

model which states the behavior within the state. 
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Hierarchical models decompose complex behavior 

into simpler lower level models. [2, 4]           

Many methodologies support the concept of state 

machine (see Fig. 1), where the transactions 

represented by arrows in the diagram correspond to 

the actions, while symbols in a various shapes 

denotes the states. 

2. RELATED WORK 

Rothermel et al (1999) [5] examined the test case 

prioritization techniques on the base version of a 

program rather than the modified version of a 

program. They also named the case prioritization 

techniques as “general prioritization techniques”, 

whose primary objective is to detect faults as early as 

possible so that the debugger will not sit idle. The 

prioritization technique is normally used to order the 

test cases, so that those test cases with the highest 

priority are executed earlier than those with lower 

priority according to some criterion (Rothermel et al 

2001)[6]. 

Elbaum et al (2000) [7] developed several 

prioritization methods in the space program, which 

contains faults discovered during the development 

stage. The methods applied included random 

ordering, additional statement coverage prioritization, 

additional function coverage prioritization and 

additional fault index prioritization techniques. They 

considered cost and fault severity of the test case in 

the proposed prioritization approach. The study 

employed artifacts of the Mozilla open source 

project. 

Acharya et al (2010) [8] proposed a method to 

prioritize the test cases for testing component 

dependency in a Component Based Software 

Development (CBSD) environment using Greedy 

Approach. In order to describe each components and 

their inter relationships, UML sequence diagrams 

was utilized. A Sequence diagram represents various 

object interactions through message passing and it 

can act as an input to the proposed model. The 

sequence diagrams were used to generate an Object 

Interaction Graph (OIG). Then, the OIG was 

traversed to calculate the total number of inter 

component object interactions and intra component 

object interactions (Acharya et al 2010) [8]. The 

objective function was calculated based on the 

number of interactions and the test cases were 

ordered accordingly. The performance of the 

proposed model was compared with that of two other 

models, namely, code based approach and model 

based approach using a cellular network manager 

system model. The proposed model was very 

effective when compared to other two non-prioritized 

approaches as it has increased the Average 

Percentage of Fault Detection (APFD) when applied 

to the projects developed in Java by 45%-50%. This 

approach is applicable mainly to test the component 

composition in case of component based software 

maintenance. 

3. MODEL BASED TEST CASE 

PRIORITIZATION USING GREEDY 

APPROACH 

 

3.1 Statement of the Problem 

Let T be a test suite containing n elements and T= 

{T1,T2,T3,…….Tn} be a sequence on T. let F be a 

function from test suite elements to some domain on 

which the relation ≥ imposes a total order. T 
'
 is a test 

case prioritization of T with respect to F if and only 

if for all i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n-1 such that F (Ti) ≥ F (Ti+1), that 
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is F is monotonic over T. 

 

3.2 Problem Formulation 

A selective regression testing technique chooses a 

subset of test suite that was used to test the software 

before modifications were made and then uses this 

subset to test the modified software. Prioritization is 

the process of scheduling test cases in an order to 

meet some performance goal. 

We define a test suite T as an n-tuple of test cases ti, 

where i = 1to n and T= {T1, T2, T3, …… , Tn}. The 

prioritization of T is denoted as T 
'
. In the problem 

formulation, the execution time of each test case is 

given by its accumulated weight and the statement 

coveragability is given by the no. of interstate and 

intrastate edges covered by the relative test case. The 

output of algorithm is prioritized list that fits the 

required limit. Following are the assumptions made 

in the problem stated above 

 

 Original test suite is taken as T={ T1 , T2 , 

T3 , ………. , Tn}
 

  Set of all edges is defined as Si ={e1 , e2 , 

e3………. ,ex} 
 

 Each test case Ti, where i=1to n in the 

original test suite covers some or all the 

edges. 
 

 Some weight is assigned to each state 

covered i.e. given by
 

S0  0  

S1  1 

S2 3 

S3  2
 

  The edges having transition from one state 

to other state are known as interstate edges 

and the edges having transition within 

single state are known as intrastate edges.
 

3.3 Problem Representation 

The problem is represented by using an existing 

system i.e. Car Cruise Control System and   its 

 

 

          

             Figure 2: Problem Representation 

 

functioning is given with the help of above state 

transition diagram as shown in figure 2. 

 

3.4 Proposed Algorithm 

Algorithm: To Determine the Objective Function 

and the Prioritization Order of the test cases 

Input: Regression Test Suite T, Accumulated weight 

for every Test Suite Ti 

Output: Objective Function Value and Prioritization 

order of every test case Ti 

1. Traverse the test suite T, for each test 

case Ti 

2.  Calculate the NOIi & NIi for each test 

case Ti where NOIi  & NIi  represents 

the number of intrastate and interstate 

edges covered by each test case Ti 

3. Define some unit time U (say U=1). 
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4.  Calculate objective function (FCi) for 

test case Ti as follows: 

         FCi = (NOIi + AW * NIi)/U.   

        where, AW is the accumulated weight  

         that represents the total weight of        

          the states covered by the interstate  

          edges. 

5. Generate test case execution sequence 

or the prioritization order ‘T’ by sorting 

the test cases in descending order of FCi 

for each Ti. 

6.  Store ‘T’ in the test case repository for 

regression testing. 

 

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND            

ANALYSIS 

 

Here to explain the process, a test suite with 6 

parameters in it, covering 4 states of model under test 

and one invalid state is considered that will generate 

96 test cases. The test cases are generated using the 

test case generator tool as shown by figure 3 and 

figure 4. Test prioritization schemes typically create 

reordering of the test cases in the test suite that can be 

executed after many subsequent changes to the 

program under test. 

 

    Figure 3: Test Case Generation 

 

Figure 4: Test Case Generation 

After generating the test cases covering all possible 

combinations of states and edges, various parameters 

like no. of interstate edges, states associated to 

respective interstate edges, no. of intrastate edges and 

the objective function value is determined for each 

and every test case  that is given by the following 

table : 

Test 

Case 

id 

No. Of 

interstate edges 

States 

associated to 

interstate 

edges 

No. of 

intrastat

e edges 

Objective 

function 

T1 1 S1  /1 3 4 

T2 1 S1/1 4 5 

T3 3 S1 , S3/1+2=3 6 15 

T4 4 S1,S3/3 8 20 

T5 1 S1/1 4 5 

T6 1 S1/1 4 5 

T7 1 S2/3 2 5 

T8 INVALID    

T9 2 S3/2 3 7 

T10 3 S3/2 4 10 

T11 INVALID    

T12 INVALID    

T13 1 S1/1 2 3 

T14 1 S1/1 3 4 

T15 2 S1, S3/3 4 10 

T16 3 S1,S3/3 6 15 

T17 1 S1/1 3 4 

T18 1 S1/1 4 5 
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T19 1 S2/3 2 5 

Test 

Case 

id 

No. Of 

interstate edges 

States 

associated to 

interstate 

edges 

No. of 

intrastat

e edges 

Objective 

function 

T20 INVALID    

T21 1 S3/2 2 4 

T22 2 S3/2 3 5 

T23 INVALID    

T24 INVALID    

T25 1 S1/1 2 3 

T26 1 S1/1 3 4 

T27 2 S1,S3/3 4 10 

T28 3 S1,S3/3 6 15 

T29 1 S1/1 3 4 

T30 1 S1/1 4 5 

T31 1 S2/3 2 5 

T32 INVALID    

T33 1 S3/2 2 4 

T34 2 S3/2 3 7 

T35 INVALID    

T36 INVALID    

T37 1 S1/1 1 2 

T38 1 S1/1 2 3 

T39 1 S1/1 0 1 

T40 2 S1,S3/3 4 10 

T41 1 S1/1 2 3 

T42 INVALID    

T43 1 S2/3 3 6 

T44 INVALID    

T45 INVALID    

T46 1 S3/2 2 4 

T47 INVALID    

T48 INVALID    

T49 0  4 4 

T50 0  4 4 

T51 3 S0/0 4 4 

T52 3 S0/0 4 4 

T53 0  5 5 

T54 0  5 5 

T55 0  4 4 

T56 0  4 4 

T57 3 S0/0 4 4 

T58 3 S0/0 4 4 

T59 0  5 5 

T60 0  5 5 

Test 

Case 

id 

No. Of 

interstate edges 

States 

associated to 

interstate 

edges 

No. of 

intrastat

e edges 

Objective 

function 

T61 0  3 3 

T62 0  3 3 

T63 3 S0/0 3 3 

T64 3 S0/0 3 3 

T65 0  4 4 

T66 0  4 4 

T67 0  3 3 

T68 0  3 3 

T69 3 S0/0 3 3 

T70 3 S0/0 3 3 

T71 0  4 4 

T72 0  4 4 

T73 0  3 3 

T74 0  3 3 

T75 3 S0/0 3 3 

T76 3 S0/0 3 3 

T77 0  4 4 

T78 0  4 4 

T79 0  3 3 

T80 0  3 3 

T81 3 S0/0 3 3 

T82 3 S0/0 3 3 

T83 0  4 4 

T84 0  4 4 

T85 0  2 2 

T86 0  2 2 

T87 3 S0/0 2 2 

T88 3 S0/0 2 2 

T89 0  3 3 

T90 0  3 3 

T91 0  2 2 

T92 0  2 2 

T93 3 S0/0 2 2 

T94 3 S0/0 2 2 

T95 0  3 3 

T96 0  3 3 
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Table 1: Attributes and their corresponding   

 values associated with each test case 

For Implementation purpose, ten test cases are 

randomly chosen which when implemented using C 

language on Turbo C++ compiler led the following 

results:         

 

           Figure 5: Implementation Results 

The following line chart given by figure 6 represents 

the non prioritized execution order of a subset of 10 

randomly chosen test cases. Here, the test cases are 

executed in random order i.e no prioritization criteria 

is followed. 

 

Figure 6: Experimental Analysis 1 

 

 

Figure 7: Experimental Analysis 2 

Figure 7, represents the objective function value for a 

subset of randomly chosen 10 test cases. From the 

objective function value, the execution order for the 

considered test cases is represented by the following 

line chart, given by figure 8: 

 

Figure 8: Experimental Analysis 3 
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Figure 9: Experimental Analysis 4 

The above line graph given by figure 10 shows that 

using the Greedy Approach, the test cases that cover 

the maximum number of edges (interstate and 

intrastate) will be executed first as compared to the 

others. So, the results obtained are nearest to the 

optimal solution as compared to the results obtained 

from the random approach i.e. non prioritized 

execution order. 

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

The test case prioritization is done to schedule the 

test cases for execution in an order that attempts to 

increase their effectiveness in meeting some 

performance goal. The existing technique for model 

based test case prioritization considered the number 

of Object Interactions per unit time as the objective 

function. We proposed model based test case 

prioritization using Greedy Approach considering the 

no. of Interstate and Intrastate edges as the Objective 

function. Here more importance is given to number 

of interstate edges covered because maximum faults 

are expected to be present when there is a transition 

from one state to other state. More the objective 

function value, higher is the priority of test case 

execution. 

For comparative analysis, a subset of ten test cases 

from a pool of test cases is chosen randomly. In one 

scenario, the test cases are executed in random order 

i.e. in non prioritized order. The other scenario using 

Greedy Approach considers the weightage assigned 

to each test case on the basis of Objective function 

value. The test case having maximum objective 

function value will be executed first. The second 

approach with objective function value for every test 

case is useful and solution is nearest to optimal 

because it covers the maximum no. of interstate and 

intrastate edges in the proposed model as compared 

to the random method of selection of execution order 

of test cases. Greedy approach is strong and robust as 

it uses the heuristic method and hence, it can lead to 

better solutions in optimum time The random method 

does not ensure the efficiency of test case execution 

because it will not ensure the maximum number of 

edges (interstate and intrastate) coveragability every 

time. 

In future, Multi-objective Test Case Prioritization 

using Greedy Approach can also be explored. 
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